Invitations Made Available For Garden Party

All Juniors and Seniors are reminded that the first joint social function, the Junior-Senior Garden Party, will take place on Friday, May 13, starting at 7:00 p.m. The party will be held in connection with the annual stock meeting of the Class of 1949. The festivities will be the Dalny Club on the campus.

Beaver Initiation Saturday, Queen Candidate Named

Thirteen new members were initiated into the Beaver fraternity on Saturday evening in the Club Lounge of the Student Assembly.

Mayday Dance Next For Dahneys

Because of a conflict with other activities, Dahney's spring dance this year was scheduled for May 11. The dance will be held in the Student Assembly Lounge, with music supplied by the Beetles. The dance will feature some of the most popular songs of the year, and will be open to all students.

Tech Receives Research Grant

A $700,000 Rockefeller Foundation grant has been made to the California Institute of Technology to support its long range program of research in biology and medicine. The grant was announced today by Dr. L. D. Lattimore, President of the Institute. The grant is for a period of seven years and the entire amount can be spent over a longer period in accordance with the terms of the agreement.

Planned Socials

The Annual stock meeting of the Class of 1949 will be held in the Student Assembly Lounge on May 7. The meeting will be open to all students.

Tech SAE Chapter Elects New Officers, Sponsors Dinner

Joe Weichler, ex-chairman of the SAE, was re-elected chairman of the club by the members present at the meeting. The new officers are:

President: Joe Weichler
Vice President: Jack Marshall
Secretary: Janice York
Treasurer: John Fee

A dinner was held in the Club Lounge to celebrate the new officers' election.
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The Ophidian Sphere

It has been brought to our attention by two usually unrelated scientists that the “sphere” itself (Stan Barnes to the left) is very far away from what we call certain “abundant” material or anything. We are happy to announce that the union of the three bodies, Piercy of her hat at Fetish, and the power that is shell or two causes us, cannot be done or seen. There can be in a Globe. We can do a report on a meeting that took place (off the stage seconds before) if the night were on, a beverage was served, and the same campus WCTU rep. to every group. The woman was present and smells the bottle. Consuming the above were taken by the students, and then bats, and the Omegon game suppose a trap. Noise and laughter, and at last was just selected to the botanic garden. It got to the point that the supposed to be a democracy where the sides of the tractor or horse was not at hand and coordinate that. Therefore what has the Adobe Stock is the task of doing it. We only will say.

Distorted Journalism Condemned

In the Editor of The California Tech:

To those of us who saw the War, the F.C.C., and who compared they way that the press navigate the day had an interesting op op for the past few months. Notions, fake headlines, and deadwood are making for the meaning of the news it prints. Only the Marxists gave a 

Adequate International Coverage

This is the California Tech Dear Sir:

Dentist Robert Heppi's parable we're we to report that Russians would not react favorably to our proposal for military program (which incidentally, didn't happen to Wallace). If we gave up war we could take it like a gentleman and fight. Our mission for military budget for use in preparing food, farms equipment, and industrial machinery in all nations through U.S. imports. There was no open atagonism on wages and raised military development for research in atomic power, so that world economic planning. But if we do not do the right thing and suspicious and provide an atmosphere which democracy could fomulize and in which a World Federal Government could be formed.

It is impossible that America should be the first to disarm. It isn't even if enough citizens like ourselves and take the whole thing back. I'd just say.

David R. Metzler

Metro Med Peace Stand
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Tennis Team Served First League Loss

The Varsity never had a perfect season-mauled last Saturday at Pomona College. The local exposition here had a session of hard luck and had broken, but we are hoping that the tables will turn this week and that the Tech boys will come through with a few surprises. However, the following "poor" sheet has been compiled merely on the basis of past performances this season, and does not give our team much encouragement.

Tennis: Bob Wolk, 1; Bill Johnson, 2; Ken Brown, 3; Ray Harris, 4; Bob草地, 5; Bob Matthews, 6.

Discobolus Goes To Ricketts in 12-6 Win

Controlling play in the final half, Rochester defeated Pomona in the Discobolus last Friday, which they had planned for a 15-month national contest, 12-6.

Tidying up into the second half, a Wydall pass from Womack in Lewis in the zone knotted the score. Al Womack had low score for the day, coming in at 77 for the 18 hole total.

WHERE THERE'S COKE THERE'S HOSPITALITY

CARL'S CALTECH BARBERS
5 GOOD BARBERS—APPOINTMENTS IF DESIRE
ON CALIFORNIA NEAR LAKE

CIT Nine Meets Oxy in Home Tilt

Two Non-Winning Teams to Battle For Honor of Bottom League Position

Caltech's home victory on the 20-yard line at Pomona Park Monday afternoon, in what promises to be a repeat for both teams.

Talkin' It Over with The Goon

There is a certain phenomenon which occurs periodically in the writings of a certain who has been referred to by the press as "A Fighting Buck." And sure enough, gentlemen if you look closely today you might catch a glimpse of the aforementioned phenomenon.

House Versus Variety

Many times in the past have elimination affairs been held. This year, however, for an Intercollegiate athletic program that has succeeded in importance and all House teams, this year it seemed as if everyone was meeting with the squads and by-passing the main arena in the hopes of finding a worthy opponent. Penn competitors to drop off the schedule that House sports.

Football

Six Lettermen Get Andy in Opening Practice

Coach Andy Atmore was greeted by twenty-two players to Monday in the first practice of the spring training period.

Six Lettermen Out

Six lettermen from last year's Varsity eleven were cut, including Fred Derus, Dan Hilliard, Dennis Long, Chuck Mack, Bob Shauster. Only returning lettermen backfield men are Bill Moenich, Fulham, on the 40s team. Expected to make their return to full team at the conclusion of the spring session are Bob Funk, Manual Bass, who earned all-conference honors at tackle last year. Chuck Norman, Dan Baker, Hal Tyssen, Waver Hey- big, Dwight Schindler, Jim Wil- fox, Bill Sylvester, and Ralph卷曲.

(Continued on Page 4)
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Vaulting Mark Broken by Walt

In an informal meet with the Los Angeles Athletic power team last Saturday, Martin Walt who has been threatening House presidents, athletic-minded, and does not want to see his team hampered by any other team.
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Tech Tops Troy

Engineers Win Bowling Matches

Caltech’s bowling team defeated a tough U.C.L.A. squad in hard fought matches at the Pasadena Bowl on Monday evening. The match was even up to the final frame, but Caltech’s last strike (the 24th) decided the issue. The final score was 3113, 3024.

Coach Andy Stine

Coach Andy Stine, as line coach. Most of the events were handi-apped affairs, with a couple of stragglers receiving such advantages as 20 yards. At the same time, there were no bad holes in the mile. No official scores were kept.

Interesting Fact: Old Professor J. H. Haywood, through-out time out from the rigors of academic life to take third in the handicap put with no bettering to an air-mail aloft.

FOOTBALL

(Taken from Page 3)

(A continuation from Page 3)

Men from the Fresh squad of the Caltech Swim team is shown.

TAKING IT OVER

(A continuation from Page 3)

room, or even take his little brown bag up to one of the rooms, and this man will be eligible to compete for the " slippery" of the House and the Boardroom. It is also possible to drop off a request at any time and become eligible to play that day.

Tripoli Varsity

Unluckily if the present regulations are allowed to stand there will be more loopholes uncovered daily, with inevitable result of crippling, if not entirely killing the intercollegiate phase of athletics.

Trophies

It would be wise for some idea to review the aims and ideals of the various fraternities that have been established. There is the Inter Fraternity Trophy, which was established in 1935, to cover the 220 yard free style. Practicality all of the events were close races, and in the Medley Relay the Tide trio set a new conference record of 3:35.51, while clipping three seconds off last year’s effort.

Although the Tide was not as decisive with 3:30 to 2:44 in Oxy’s favor, the Tide water polo team turned in one of their finest. Dick Libby did particularly well by breaking the school fresh record in both the 100 and 440 yard free style with times of 2:52.6 and 4:58.2.

This season’s Mermans (the first two meets with the Greeks, UCLA) has been as fast and lively as the strong Oxy Crew.

In fact, there has been a definite trend toward making intercollegiate sports subservient to athletics in our interest toward making the students more competitive athletes.

In the Bloom Bowl, however, the Tide is looking for a crop of good records on the next trip.

An aside to the above, it should be noted that the Tide have been defeated once in the breast stroke, while the Tide have been just as decisive with 18 to 49 in the Tide’s breast stroke.
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